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Abstract

Transdermal drug delivery is a technique that can make drug delivery more con-
venient for patients. It enables drugs to be delivered through patches, similar to
bandages, replacing some other common methods, such as oral delivery and hypo-
dermic injection. Systems of this kind are complex and a number of parameters
can affect the delivery characteristics. Hence, design of transdermal drug delivery
systems traditionally requires extensive and time consuming experimentation.

In this work a multilayer numerical model is developed for controlled transdermal
drug delivery from a patch. The model is based on Fickian diffusion and takes
into account key parameters that define the skin permeability, such as partition
between layers, due to difference in solubility, and mass transfer due to surface
barrier. Numerical models, such as the one described in this thesis, can reduce
the development time traditionally required to produce transdermal drug delivery
systems by rapidly simulating and comparing different design choices.

The project is a collaboration between the Faculty of Industrial Engineering, Mech-
anical Engineering and Computer Science and the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sci-
ences, at the University of Iceland and previous results are extended in this work.
The parameters of the model are validated by using experimental data provided by
the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences.

Results from the numerical model compared well with experimental data. However,
further work is required due to the complexity of the experiments and number of
parameters affecting the process. The conclusion of this thesis is that the model can
be a valuable aid in the design of transdermal drug delivery systems.

Útdráttur

Stýrð losun lyfja í gegnum húð er aðferð sem getur gert inntöku lyfja þægilegri fyrir
sjúklinga. Aðferðin gerir lyfjum kleift að vera losuð í gegnum plástra, og getur komið
í stað annarra algengra aðferða, sem dæmi má nefna inntökulyf. Kerfi sem slík eru
flókin og margar breytistærðir geta haft áhrif á losunarferlið. Þar af leiðandi krefur
hönnun kerfa fyrir losun lyfja í gegnum húð umfangsmikilla og tímafrekra tilrauna.

Í þessu verkefni er fjöllaga líkan þróað fyrir stýrða losun lyfja í gegnum húð frá
plástri. Líkanið er byggt á sveimisjöfnu Fickian og tekur tillit til helstu breyta sem
skilgreina gegndræpi húðar, eins og stökkstuðla milli laga, vegna mismunar í leysni,
og massaflæðisstuðla vegna yfirborðshindrunar. Töluleg líkön, eins og því sem lýst
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er í þessu verkefni, geta dregið úr þróunartíma sem jafnan er þörf á til að útbúa
kerfi fyrir losun lyfja í gegnum húð með því að herma og bera saman mismunandi
valmöguleika talsvert hraðar en annars væri kostur á.

Verkefnið er samvinna milli deildar iðnaðarverkfræði, vélaverkfræði og tölvunar-
fræði annars vegar og lyfjafræðideildar hins vegar, innan Háskóla Íslands og fyrri
niðurstöður eru nýttar enn frekar í þessu verkefni. Breytistærðir líkansins eru san-
nreyndar með því að nota niðurstöður tilrauna frá lyfjafræðideildinni.

Niðurstöðum líkansins bar vel saman við mæligögn frá tilraunum. Samt sem áður er
þörf á frekari rannsóknum vegna flækjustigs tilraunanna og fjölda breytistærða sem
hafa áhrif á ferlið. Niðurstaða verkefnisins er að líkanið getur verið verðmæt stoð
við hönnun kerfa fyrir losun lyfja í gegnum húð.
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1. Introduction

Transdermal drug delivery (TDD) has been extensively researched in recent decades
due to advantages such as enhanced patient compliance, better drug release, and
tissue targeting, among others (Carter et al., 2019). TDD could replace a number
of methods, including some oral delivery of drugs, hypodermic injection and even
some vaccines (Dong, 2016; Glenn & Kennedy, 2006). With better technology and
knowledge about TDD systems, the treatment of various conditions could be made
easier both for the health care system and the patients.

The motivation for this study is to model a simulation for TDD for hand osteoarth-
ritis (HOA). HOA causes pain and stiffness in joints and is a very common disorder
and its prevalence is only expected to rise in the coming years. As of now, no cure is
known for osteoarthritis (OA) but a lot of different treatments are used (Lawrence
et al., 2008). TDD could substantially improve the efficacy of therapies for HOA
since it allows medications to be delivered safely via the skin and into a joint.

In this study, TDD from a patch will be computationally modelled with Matlab.
The model enables calculations of the amount of drug that goes through the skin
and the amount of the drug in every layer of the skin, at each time. The goal
is to estimate and gain knowledge on how to make this method effective and safe
for practical use. This could create a method that would become very useful for
treating OA (and more diseases) in general due to its simplicity and potentially
high efficiency and stability, as its effects should vary little between individuals. It
would also allow control over the amount of drug released at each time. The future
goal is to experiment on and model for the drug tazarotene but due to its toxicity,
diclofenac was used instead for this study as a substitute.

A finite element model has been developed by a group at the University of Iceland.
The model is implemented in Matlab and has been applied to calculate drug release
through soft contact lenses, intraocular lenses and ophthalmic lenses (Gudnason et
al., 2017, 2018, 2021). This thesis is partly a continuation of this previous work. It
tackles a problem that has usually been dismissed when analysing TDD, the discon-
tinuous boundary issues that arise due to partitioning of a compound and barrier
effects between materials and surface barriers. Such a model is highly important to
speed up the development of medical devices in this field of expertise. New exper-
iments were performed for this study by a team at the University of Iceland. The
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1. Introduction

results from them, along with data obtained from Georgsdottir (2019) were analyzed
and compared to gain a better understanding on the TDD process and parameters.
The goal was to model the release of the drug through the skin and the concentration
of the drug in the skin. The measurements from the lab were utilized to adjust the
model to realistic outcomes. This thesis will also put special focus on the difference
of how drugs release and diffuse through the skin from a solution, a gel and a cream,
which has not yet been explored specifically to the author’s knowledge.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. First an overview of TDD
methods and similar studies in the same field are introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter
3 explains this particular study in detail and the results are presented and discussed
in chapter 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn and a short summary given in chapter
5.
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2. Transdermal drug delivery

Transdermal drug delivery is a relatively new technology that has the potential to
replace some oral delivery of drugs and hypodermic injections (Dong, 2016). A
transdermal drug delivery system (TDDS) is a device that delivers drugs continu-
ously and in a controlled manner through the skin (Kalia & Guy, 2001; Wokovich
et al., 2006). Many simulation studies have been carried out on TDDS and some are
based on the finite element method (Khanday & Rafiq, 2015; Loizidou et al., 2015;
Radhika & Gnanavel, 2021). TDDS is often modelled by implementing a perfect
sink condition with two layers (patch and skin) (Saarinen-Savolainen et al., 1997).
Many of the most recent models are based on Fick’s second law to explain the drug
release curve (Kalia & Guy, 2001).

The therapeutic efficacy of a TDDS, such as a transdermal patch, is determined
by its performance, which is comprised of two key steps, the drug released from the
patch, and permeation and diffusion through the skin layers ((Kalia & Guy, 2001;
Wokovich et al., 2006)). As a result, the efficacy of a TDDS must be determined
through repeatable and accurate in vitro performance studies that can determine
drug release and permeability for the completed dosage form (Ueda et al., 2010).
The TDD market is estimated to grow rapidly in the coming years so the incentives
for further studies on the matter are abundant (Garima & Kaul, 2017). Actually,
the TDD market has been on the rise ever since the first modern day transdermal
patch came out on the market in 1979 (Rockville et al., 2007). From 1979 to 2015
the number of transdermal drugs accepted by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) rose by around one on average every year; see Figure 2.1.
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2. Transdermal drug delivery

Figure 2.1: The number of transdermal drugs approved by the FDA over time (for
Drug Evaluation & Research (U.S.)., 2017).

When contrasted with oral delivery, TDD provides a number of advantages. It is
utilized in particular when the liver has a significant first-pass effect that causes
medicines to be metabolized prematurely. It also provides advantages over hypo-
dermic injections, which can be uncomfortable, produce hazardous medical waste,
and risk transmitting disease through needle re-use, particularly in third world coun-
tries (Miller & Pisani, 1999). Transdermal systems can also be self-administered and
are non-invasive. They can have the ability to provide relief for extended periods of
time. They also help patients comply with their treatment plans, and the systems
are usually affordable.

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of TDD is that only a restricted number of drugs
can be delivered this way. Successful transdermal medications with current TDDS
have low molecular weights, have octanol-water partition coefficients that substan-
tially favor lipids. This is due to the skin’s natural ability to act as a barrier
(Prausnitz & Langer, 2008).

2.1. Human skin structure

The skin is a unique bodily organ that can perform a wide range of functions, in-
cluding absorption, permeability, secretion, excretion, and immunity. In addition it
protects against mechanical, thermal, and physical harm and potential exposure to

4



2.1. Human skin structure

dangerous substances (Elston et al., 2006). The skin’s most basic role is to prevent
the body from losing endogenous substances. The skin is the body´s largest organ
and covers the whole exterior surface of the body. The epidermis, dermis, and hy-
podermis are the three layers that make up the skin, each with its own structure
and function; see Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The skin’s structure and layers. (Azurlis, 2021).

Epidermis
The epidermis has five layers, each with their own specific purpose and layout. The
layer’s names are stratum corneum (SC), stratum lucidum, stratum granulosum,
stratum spinosum and stratum basale (Alhajj, Sharma et al., 2020). The SC is
the top layer and thus the skin’s outermost layer making it the primary barrier to
diffusion through the skin. The layers beneath the SC are sometimes referred to as
viable epidermis.

The stratum corneum’s lipophilic nature, along with its inherent tortuosity, ensures
that it is nearly always the primary barrier to drug molecules entering the body
with the only exceptions being drugs that have extremely high lipophilicity (Kalia
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2. Transdermal drug delivery

& Guy, 2001). The SC is made of corneocytes, which are keratin-filled dead cells and
are completely enclosed by crystalline lamellar lipid areas. The cornified envelope,
or cell boundary, is a tightly crosslinked protein structure that limits drug absorp-
tion into cells. As a result, the majority of active drugs applied to the skin diffuse
through the intercellular lipid lamellae (Bouwstra & Honeywell-Nguyen, 2002).

The stratum lucidum is made up of a thin clear layer of eleidin, a transforma-
tion product of keratohyalin, and is only present in thicker skin, like the palms.

The stratum granulosum is made up of diamond-shaped cells with keratohyalin
granules and lamellar granules.

The stratum spinosum is made up of irregular, polyhedral cells with cytoplasmic
extensions that extend outward and make contact with adjoining cells via desmo-
somes.

The stratum basale is the deepest layer of the epidermis (furthest from the sur-
face) and active stem cells that continuously generate keratinocytes are found in
this layer. Melanocytes are also seen in this layer.

Dermis
The dermis is a connective tissue layer and separates the epidermis and hypodermis.
It is mostly fibrous, with collagen and elastic fibers mixed in. The dermis divides
into two layers, a papillary layer and a reticular layer as seen in Figure 2.3. The
papillary dermis lies to the epidermis and is made up of vascularized loose connective
tissue. The reticular dermis lies to the hypodermis layer and is much thicker than
the papillary one making up most of the dermis layer with thick connective tissue.
The dermis is made up primarily of collagen. Type I and type III collagen, in par-
ticular, are prevalent. Within the dermis, elastic fibers have an important structural
role. Elastin and fibrillin microfibrils make up elastic fibers. Elastin’s biochemical
arrangement, unlike collagen’s, allows for fiber gliding, stretching, and recoiling.
Thick elastic fibers make up the reticular dermis (Brown & Krishnamurthy, 2021).
In the dermis you can find connective tissue, hair follicles, blood vessels, lympathic
vessels and sweat glands (Alhajj, Lopez-Ojeda et al., 2020).
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2.2. Transdermal drug delivery systems

Figure 2.3: The dermis layers. (Azurlis, 2016).

Hypodermis
Fat and connective tissue make up most of the hypodermis (Alhajj, Lopez-Ojeda
et al., 2020). It supports the skin structurally, insulates the body from the cold,
and aids in shock absorption. Nerves and blood vessels are also tangled up in it.
(Lawton, 2019).

2.2. Transdermal drug delivery systems

TDDS have become the focus point for research and development in the health
care system in the last decades, so many different models have been developed for
TDD. Using mathematical modeling for TDDS is a powerful tool, both to predict
how the drug releases through the skin and to obtain a deeper understanding of
the fundamental physics of these processes (de Monte et al., 2015). To get the best
therapeutic impact and provide the precise dose in the shortest amount of time, a
drug’s transdermal release must be carefully tailored (Prausnitz & Langer, 2008).
The efficacy of a drug is influenced by its pharmacological effects (tissue accumu-
lation, duration, and distribution). As a result, a delicate balance must be struck
between an acceptable amount of medicine administered over a long period of time
and the lowest possible local toxicity (Anissimov & Roberts, 2009). The evaluation
of the essential parameters defining skin permeability, diffusion coefficients, and par-
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2. Transdermal drug delivery

tition coefficients is a crucial issue in modeling drug penetration. The high amount
of parameters needed for sophisticated modeling, which are sometimes not easily
available in the literature, is a significant challenge (de Monte et al., 2015). We will
introduce the most relevant TDDS developed, as they were used to help create our
model in section 2.3.

TDDS can be categorized into three generations (Prausnitz & Langer, 2008). We will
review each generation and go over their main aspects, methods and future potential.

First generation TDDS
The majority of transdermal patches now in clinical use are from the first generation
of TDDS. The latest spike of first-generation transdermal patches hitting the market
is because of advancements in patch technology and consumer acceptability. How-
ever, when medications with acceptable qualities for such systems become scarce,
the spike will fade. Candidates for first-generation TDDS must have a low molecu-
lar weight, be lipophilic, and be effective at low dosages (Prausnitz & Langer, 2008).

Second generation TDDS
The second generation of TDDS requires skin permeability augmentation to increase
the scope of transdermal drugs. The optimal enhancer should improve the permeab-
ility of the skin by reversibly disturbing SC structure, provide an extra driving force
for delivery into the skin, as well as protecting deeper, more essential tissues. How-
ever, enhancement methods discovered in this generation have struggled to strike a
balance between increasing delivery over the SC while avoiding damage to deeper
tissues (Prausnitz & Langer, 2008). Therefore, the second generation of TDDS
technologies has mostly improved small molecule distribution for localized, derma-
tological, cosmetic, and certain other applications, while having limited impact on
hydrophilic drugs and macromolecule delivery (Prausnitz et al., 2004).

Third generation TDDS
The third generation of TDDS focuses on the SC and is therefore has the potential
to have a substantial influence on drug delivery. While sparing deeper tissues, this
method paves the way for a more powerful disruption of the SC barrier, allowing
a higher overall efficient TDDS. Cavitational ultrasound, novel chemical enhancers,
microneedles, thermal ablation, and microdermabrasion have all been shown in hu-
man clinical trials to deliver macromolecules across the skin, including therapeutic
proteins and vaccines (Arora et al., 2008). Microneedles, microdermabrasion and
thermal ablation depend on creating micron-scale pathways into the skin, making
them especially promising as they have the ability to deliver vaccines as well (Praus-
nitz & Langer, 2008).

Transdermal vaccines
There is a growing interest to research the possibility to replace some vaccinations
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2.2. Transdermal drug delivery systems

with transdermal vaccines. Transdermal vaccine administration might boost im-
mune responses by directing delivery to immunogenic Langerhans cells in the skin,
in addition to eliminating hypodermic needles. At far lower doses than deeper injec-
tions, Langerhans and dermal dendritic cells may induce a powerful response from
the immune system (Glenn & Kennedy, 2006).

Future outlooks
TDD is about striking the perfect balance between effective delivery and leaving
the skin unharmed. Many TDDS are meant for self-administration making clinical
impact dependent on both how safely and effectively they deliver the drugs and how
affordable and easy to use they are. The numerous chemical enhancers can be com-
bined into compact, low-cost patches that patients like. Physical enhancers may
improve the delivery of macromolecules and vaccinations, however they are often
powered by mobile devices that require electricity.

Looking ahead, first-generation patches are likely to be the choice for delivering
drugs with small molecules and a certain mix of properties, particularly drugs cur-
rently administered orally or by injection but are about to lose their patents. Topical
dermatological creams and ointments, as well as some systemic patches for small-
molecule drugs, should continue to use second-generation chemical enhancers as
formulation excipients. Third-generation mixture of chemical enhancers and bio-
chemical techniques offer more targeted enhancement methods, but they are still
in the first development stages. In general, TDD is a tempting option that should
become, with further experiments, more suitable for a number of drugs (and even
vaccines) that are currently administered orally or by injections (Prausnitz & Langer,
2008).

Transdermal patches today
Two types of transdermal patches are available nowadays, reservoir patches as shown
in Figure 2.4 and matrix patches as shown in Figure 2.5. A drug is held in a compart-
ment (often in a gel or liquid form) by the reservoir patch, and delivery is controlled
by a membrane between the gel (or liquid) reservoir and the skin (Pastore et al.,
2015). The medication is embedded in an adhesive polymer matrix in the matrix
patch, from which it is continuously released into the skin. The size of the dose
delivered, is determined by the amount of drug stored in the patch and how much
area of the skin the patch covers. In both systems, the problem of drug absorption
variability between patients in TDD is addressed by a gradual rate of drug release
from the patch. The membrane in the reservoir system limits the drug delivery
rate and the formulation of the drug matrix does the same in the matrix system
(Margetts & Sawyer, 2007).

Matrix patches are any patches that do not have a liquid reservoir and can be
placed to the skin by either attaching the backside to the skin adjacent to the mat-
rix or applying an adhesive on the matrix to the skin. The matrix patches are not
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2. Transdermal drug delivery

only thinner and more flexible, making them more comfortable and adherent, but
they are also less costly to produce (Pastore et al., 2015).

A reservoir patch has the advantage of providing a continuous drug release rate
from the system due to the membrane. However, when the membrane rate control
is enhanced, this design has the disadvantage of requiring a larger patch to meet
the delivery goal. A big flaw in this system is the possibility of leaking from the
sealed liquid reservoir, which could occur due to a manufacturing flaw in the patch.
An inadvertent rupture of a backing membrane, for example, could result in uncon-
trolled drug release from the reservoir and potentially drug overdose (Pastore et al.,
2015). This is not a problem in a matrix patch as the active substance is uniformly
dispersed throughout the patch. The matrix patch has a lower risk of overdosing
and is less likely to be abused than the reservoir system (Margetts & Sawyer, 2007).

Figure 2.4: Cross-section through a reservoir patch.

Figure 2.5: Cross-section through a matrix patch.

Franz diffusion cell system
The model is adapted to a Franz diffusion cell system; see Figure 2.6. Such a
system is often utilized for in vitro drug permeation studies as it is able to measure
the amount of drug that diffuses through a skin layer. With the increased demand
for TDD, Franz cells have become very popular due to their advantages and that
they can predict how drug flows through the skin in an effective manner. Their
main advantages are limited handling of tissues, low amount of drug needed for
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analysis and no continuous sample collecting (Barrera-Ocampo et al., 2018). Franz
cells have two main components, a donor chamber (DC) and a receptor chamber
(RC), which are separated by a membrane. The membrane can either be synthetic
or natural depending on what diffusion properties are desired (Simon et al., 2016).
Using excised human skin for in vitro permeation experiments has proven to be
the best substitute for a living man but due to ethical reasons, human skin can be
unavailable (Franz et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2016). Some studies have found that pig
ear or porcine skin has skin features and traits that are similar to human skin. They
are frequently utilized instead of human skin in research as they give results that
are similar to that of human skin. Even so, obtaining organic skin samples can be
difficult, and even if they are obtained, their variability might lead to inconsistent
data. There are also the ethical issues so there are strong incentives driving the
industry towards finding a cost-effective and reproducible in vitro membrane model
that can imitate human skin properties both in terms of drug release and permeation
(Simon et al., 2016).

Figure 2.6: An oblique view of an unjacketed Franz cell with a flat flange joint
(Permegear, n.d.).

Release curves from an experiment like ours, where the Franz diffusion cell is donor-
loaded, are similar for most cases. A typical release curve is shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: A typical release curve from a donor-loaded Franz diffusion cell experi-
ment.

2.3. Diffusion models

Diffusion is described as the movement of solutes in solids from high to low con-
centration zones, resulting in an equal distribution of solutes. Diffusion is a natural
process that occurs because of the random distribution of solute atoms rather than
a forceful action (Crank, 1975).

The transportation of drugs from a patch through the skin may be described as
a Fickian diffusion process along with mass transfer and partition affect between
layers. Thus, the models for TDD often revolve around diffusion equations and
diffusion coefficients, within each layer, and mass transfer coefficients and partition
coefficients, between the layers. In our model, Fick’s second law of diffusion in one-
dimension is used. The equation is a partial differential equation (PDE) and shows
how the concentration of a material (drug) changes with respect to time,

∂C

∂t
= D

∂2C

∂x2
(2.1)

where C is the drug concentration ( mg
cm3 ), D is the diffusion coefficient ( cm2

hour
), t is

time and x stands for the direction of diffusion. The equation can be solved analyt-
ically for simple initial and boundary conditions but is generally solved numerically
for more complex situations. Applying a perfect sink condition when conducting
in vitro experiments, means that the dissolution media can dissolve the amount of
drug multiple times (around 5-10 times). Perfect sink condition can be achieved by
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2.3. Diffusion models

setting C, the dissolved drug’s solubility, to zero at the skin’s boundary layer; see
Figure 2.8. If perfect sink condition is not maintained, the release of the drug is
dependent on the test conditions and will bear little to no resemblance to in vivo
experiments (Gibaldi & Feldman, 1967; Saarinen-Savolainen et al., 1997). A one-
dimensional two layer model for the setup is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Transdermal patch attached to the skin with perfect sink condition.

We define x = −LP at the top of the patch and x = LS at the bottom of the skin.

We define the diffusion in both layers,

∂CP

∂t
= DP

∂2CP

∂x2
− LP < x < 0 (2.2)

∂CS

∂t
= DS

∂2CS

∂x2
0 < x < LS (2.3)

The initial condition is,

C(x, 0) =

{
C0 −LP < x < 0

0 0 < x < LS

and the boundary conditions are,

∂CP

∂x
|x=−LP

= 0 and CS(LS, t) = 0 when t > 0

The first boundary condition represents no flux of drug at the boundary x = −LP

while the second boundary condition represents a perfect sink condition at x = LS.

The interlayer conditions for the layers are:

−DP
∂CP

∂x

∣∣∣
x=0−

= −DS
∂CS

∂x

∣∣∣
x=0+

= K(CP − PCS) (2.4)
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2. Transdermal drug delivery

However, such a model can only approximately represent a real situation since it
does not take into account the various skin layers.

Physical parameters
In order to plot the resulting release curve from the Matlab code so it fits the ex-
perimental data, a good understanding on the effects of the physical parameters is
needed. The physical parameters analysed here are the partition coefficient, P, mass
transfer coefficient, K, and the diffusion coefficient, D; see Figure 2.8.

The diffusion coefficient is a key parameter in Fickian diffusion. The partition
coefficient, which is determined by the difference in solubility between skin layers,
and the mass transfer coefficient, which is determined by surface barriers, are two
other important TDD factors that describe skin permeability.

The formula for the partition coefficient, P, when applied to transdermally delivered
drugs can be expressed as follows,

P =
Concentration of drug in skin in equilibrium at interface

Concentration of drug retained in donor in equilibrium at interface
(2.5)

where the donor refers to the transdermal patch or the DC in the Franz diffusion
cell system. A schematic diagram for the partition coefficient is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Demonstration of the partition coefficient.

The formula for the mass transfer coefficient, K, when applied to transdermally
delivered drugs can be expressed as follows,

K =
na

A∆ca
(2.6)
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2.3. Diffusion models

where na is the mass transfer rate (mol
s
), A is the effective mass transfer area (m2)

and ∆ca is the driving force concentration difference.

General interlayer boundary conditions are defined between layers to describe the
processes of partitioning and the rate of mass transfer. A partition depicts a concen-
tration discontinuity between layers in equilibrium specified by the partition coeffi-
cient, P. The ratio regulates the proportional increase in concentration at the inter-
face between two layers (Gudnason et al., 2018).

We will refer to the time periods of the drug release process in a Franz diffusion
cell system in the same manner as Gudnason (Gudnason et al., 2017) did in his
experiments. The time periods when the concentration curve is almost horizontal
will be called stages 1 and 3 and the sloped curve will be referred to as stage 2; see
Figure 2.7. In stage 1, the drug releases from the DC to the skin and RC until it
reaches a semi-equilibrium of drug concentration, at which point stage 2 is reached.
During the second stage, a constant concentration gradient controls the curve until
it becomes almost horizontal and equilibrium is established, then the third stage is
reached (Gudnason et al., 2017).

Gudnason (2017) carried out a study to find the effects of the physical paramet-
ers on the resulting release curve. The partition coefficient, P, has an effect on the
second and third stage. Higher P means a steeper slope and a lower equilibrium
ceiling. The mass transfer coefficient, K, has an effect on the first and second stage.
Higher K means that semi-equilibrium is attained more quickly, resulting in a steeper
slope. The diffusion coefficient, D, has an effect on the first and second stage like
the mass transfer coefficients. Higher D has comparable effects to higher K.

Previous TDD mathematical models
Several models for TDD have been developed in recent decades and we will intro-
duce the most relevant ones here. In 2001, Kalia and Guy, developed mathematical
transport models explaining drug release from different delivery methods and formu-
lations based on Fick’s second law. In their models, the focus was on drug transport
and the skin was only regarded as a boundary condition. Analytical equations for
the drug release curve from the device were also found. (Kalia & Guy, 2001). In
the previous year, Missel (2000), utilized the finite element method for modeling
of diffusion and partioning in biological systems. Lee developed one-dimensional
mathematical models, which take into account the penetration of a single compon-
ent drug across the skin’s intercellular and transcellular routes (Lee et al., 1998; Lee
et al., 1996).

Gudnason (2017) created a general model with special emphasis on distinguish-
ing between the effects of parameters when modeling the interlayer conditions. It
was applied on soft contact lenses. He managed to obtain clear results on how the
partition, mass transfer and diffusion coefficients affect the resulting release curve.
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2. Transdermal drug delivery

In this study we have adapted this model to porcine skin samples.

Rim et al. (2005) built a finite element model for TDD that explicitly included
the impacts of layer partitioning by deconstructing a partition interface into two
adjacent boundaries, each belonging to a different layer, as we did above. However,
the method used to implement this condition treats normal flux as an independent
variable from the concentrations at each boundary. Hickson et al. (2010) proposed
a specific difference scheme based on finite differences to deal with discontinuity in
concentration across layers generated by an interlayer mass transfer condition (Gud-
nason et al., 2021).

McGinty and Pontrelli (2015) recently developed a general finite difference based
model of coupled drug release that takes into account drug diffusion, dissolution,
and solubility, as well as convection and reversible binding in the biological tissue.
It also takes into account discontinuous interlayer mass transfer effects that are mod-
elled using a novel finite difference scheme. Both the partition coefficient and the
mass transfer coefficient cause a discontinuous jump in concentration, which makes
numerical solutions difficult except for models in one dimension where the boundary
does not move. The majority of TDD models do not completely address the issues
with the discontinuous boundary.

One of the most recent models was created by Hamzehpour (2020) with the focus
on retinoic acid patches in the treatment of hand OA. Topical treatment is optimal
as systemic retinoid treatment can cause significant toxicity. Three different models
were created, one using Franz diffusion cell, one using tape stripping and the last
one examined joints to check if the active substance reaches the joints when applied
topically. Porcine skin was used instead of human skin in unjacketed Franz diffusion
cell systems. The OECD guidelines were followed (OECD, 2011) when conducting
the experiment and the concentration of the active substance (tazarotene) was ob-
tained by using a calibration curve. From the data collected, the quantity of the
substance released per unit area was then plotted against time. The tape stripping
model showed that the quantity of the substance reduced with increased skin depth.
Porcine toes were used for the joint examination. After leaving glass donor com-
partments on them for 25 hours the toes were cut open and the articular cartilage
of both joints taken and an Eppendorf tube method used to measure the amount
of the substance present in each joint. The measurements showed clearly that the
substance reached both joints (articular cartilage) (Hamzehpour, 2020).
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2.4. Tape stripping

2.4. Tape stripping

By using the tape stripping technique it is possible to estimate the amount of drug
that is retained in the top layer of the skin at the end of the experiment. Tape
stripping is also a good way to check the quality and effectiveness of cosmetic and
dermatological formulations. It is however a relatively complex method and good
results can be difficult to obtain. The stratum corneum’s cell layers are successively
peeled from the same skin area using sticky sheets after topical application and
penetration of formulations (Herkenne et al., 2008). The amount of corneocytes
and the equivalent amount of the penetrated formulation are contained on the tape
strips, which may be evaluated using traditional analytical chemical procedures.
Different formulations can have a big impact on how much SC is removed per tape
strip (Lademann et al., 2009). It is normally done by applying an adhesive tape-
strip to the skin’s surface, gently pressing it uniformly in to avoid the influence of
wrinkles and achieve adequate contact, and then removing it with a sharp upward
movement. The homogeneity of skin attached is ensured by a constant pace of tape
strip removal. Because only dead cells entrenched in their lipid matrix are removed,
the process is relatively painless and non-invasive (Herkenne et al., 2008). The
first tape strips basically just strip away corneocytes but after that the corneocytes
and corneocyte aggregates get smaller and less dominant. Then there are other
important factors such as velocity of removal, application pressure, type of tape and
application of the tape strip that affect the results (Lademann et al., 2009).
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3. Methods

Here we will introduce the model for the Franz diffusion cell experiments analysed
in this thesis. The model simulates a Franz diffusion cell system, as mentioned be-
fore. A three layer model was created comprised of a Donor Chamber (DC), a skin
layer and a Receptor Chamber (RC). A Matlab model based on the finite element
method from previous projects was used, it was updated and modified for this study.
Experiments were carried out with the drug in three different states in the DC; see
Figure 3.1 for a demonstration of the model. The DC may contain a solution, gel
or cream. We denote the partition coefficient between the DC and skin layer with
P1 and the partition coefficient between the RC and skin layer with P2. We do the
same with the mass transfer coefficients by denoting the mass transfer coefficient
between the DC and skin layer with K1 and the partition coefficient between the
RC and skin layer with K2.

As mentioned before the model is based on Fick’s second law of diffusion (eq 2.1).
The layers are numbered i = [1, 2, 3] stretching from x = x0 to x = x3 with the
boundaries between the layers located at x = x1 and x = x2. We have the following
equation in layer i:

∂Ci(x, t)

∂t
= Di

∂2Ci(x, t)

∂x2
(3.1)

where Ci(x, t) is the concentration of the dissolved drug within i-th layer ( mg
cm3 ) and

Di is the diffusion coefficient of the dissolved drug within i-th layer ( cm2

hour
).

The initial condition within each layer is:

Ci(x, 0) = Ci,0 (3.2)

And the interlayer conditions for i = [1, 2] are:

−Di
∂Ci(x, t)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=x−

i

= −Di+1
∂Ci+1(x, t)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=x+

i

= Ki(Ci(xi, t)− PiCi+1(xi, t)) (3.3)

where Ki is the mass transfer coefficient of the dissolved drug between layers i and i
+ 1 ( cm2

hour
) and Pi(x, t) is the partition coefficient of the dissolved drug between layers

i and i + 1 (Gudnason et al., 2018; Helgason, 2020). To obtain a sink condition, as
in Figure 2.8, K2 is given a high value and P2 is set to zero.
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3. Methods

Figure 3.1: The simulated model.

In vitro drug diffusion and drug release studies were conducted by standard unjack-
eted Franz diffusion cells, with receptor volume of 12 mL and an orifice diameter of
0.88 cm (0.9 cm for the data from Georgsdottir (2019)). Porcine ear skin was utilized
in all experiments due to human skin’s lack of availability and ethical reasons. Por-
cine ear skin has also been proven to be one of the best substitutes for human skin
(Simon et al., 2016). The goal was to obtain results for the release curve in the RC
along with tape stripping results, enabling us to estimate the partition coefficients
and mass transfer coefficients. Then, a graph showing the concentration of the drug
with respect to skin thickness at several different times can be plotted. However,
obtaining results for the amount of drug in the RC needed in order to plot the release
curve was unsuccessful for all experiments except for those of Georgsdottir (2019).

Instead of estimating the parameters for the new experiments with little to go on,
the focus was shifted to utilize the data from Georgsdottir (2019) to gain a better
understanding of the average concentration of drug with respect to skin thickness
and the total amount retained in the skin. The calculations and graphs made were
compared to the actual measurements, both to estimate the physical parameters
and to check the validity of the graphs.

Experiments
To start with, data obtained from Georgsdottir (2019) for diclofenac, both at room
temperature and at 32◦C, and caffeine at 32 ◦C was collected. These results that
came from testing in a Franz diffusion cell, were used to test and update the model.
We will refer to these cases as cases 1, 2 and 3. Diclofenac is used to relieve pain
and inflammation caused by arthritis (Zhao et al., 2020). It is a good substitute for
tazarotene, which is more toxic and thus harder to work with, introduced in more
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detail later in the chapter.

New experiments were then performed with diclofenac and relevant data was col-
lected for four different cases, we will refer to them as cases 4, 5, 6 and 7. A team
at the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences prepared the diclofenac and performed
all the experiments. A conventional solution was utilized to administer the drug in
case 4, a cream was used in case 5, and a gel was employed in case 6. Furthermore,
Voltaren Emulgel with the same concentration of diclofenac was used for case 7 to
explore the differences between the gel prepared in a lab and the gel purchased in a
pharmacy. Besides the form of the drug in the DC the experiments were performed
identically to enable further researching on the differences between them. The drug
is spread evenly in all cases and put in the DC, just like in the other cases. It
is possible that some part of the drug is undissolved in cases 5-7 (cream and gel),
especially case 5, but most likely it is too small of an amount to take into account
when running the simulations so it was assumed to be completely dissolved.

The same amount of diclofenac was used in all experiments, with a starting amount
of 23.2 mg (or 1 g of 23.2 mg/g). The diclofenac was placed into 10 mL volumetric
flask and thus the starting concentraton was 2.32 mg/mL, which is considerably
lower than for cases 1-3, which was around 5 mg/mL; see Tables 4.1 - 4.3. Four
identical experiments were performed for each case, making it a total of 16 experi-
ments. All experiments were performed with diclofenac at 32◦C in a Franz diffusion
cell. Unfortunately, the new experiments for cases 4-7 were only able to give signi-
ficant results for tape stripping as the results for the concentration of diclofenac in
the RC were unusable due to some extra substances entering the tube at the same
time and interrupting the detection signal. Without the results from the RC, it is
problematic to estimate the physical parameters to model the release curve.

Before tape stripping, each skin sample was withdrawn from the Franz cell at a
specific time, cleaned with a phosphate buffer saline solution, and then dried with
cotton wool. Every sample of skin (cell) was stripped 70 times. It is estimated that
each tape strip removes 0.5 - 1 µg of the SC layer (Georgsdottir, 2019). For each
of the new cases, cases 4-7, the procedure was carried out on four identical cells
(replicates) as recommended by the OECD guidelines (OECD, 2011). The proced-
ure was carried out on three to seven identical cells for cases 1-3. The graphs are
plotted with the mean of concentration for all replicates +/- the standard deviation
with concentration measured in every two tape strips. After removing the strips
with relatively constant velocity, the rest of the skin and subcutaneous fat, as well
as the tape strips, were inserted in 1.5 mL microtubes (2 tapes per tube, rest of the
skin placed separately). Therefore, microtube number 1 represents tape strips num-
ber 1-2 (the outermost layer of the skin) and microtube number 35 represents tape
strips number 69-70. After inserting the strips into the tubes, 1 mL of methanol is
added (Georgsdottir, 2019). Then, the total amount of drug retained in the tape
striped skin is estimated by taking the mean of all the drug retained in each sample.
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3. Methods

To calculate how much of the drug is retained in each sample, the concentration
(mg/mL) for each tube (total of 35) is multiplied by 1 (1 mL of methanol) and then
all the tubes’ amount is summed up to get the total amount retained ;see Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Total amount of drug retained in the SC.
Case 1: Diclofenac solution at room temperature 0.032 mg
Case 2: Diclofenac solution at 32◦C 0.014 mg
Case 3: Caffeine solution at 32◦C 0.021 mg
Case 4: Diclofenac solution at 32◦C 0.00060 mg
Case 5: Diclofenac cream at 32◦C 0.0050 mg
Case 6: Diclofenac gel at 32◦C 0.0026 mg
Case 7: Voltaren Emulgel 32◦C 0.0054 mg

Cases 1-3
A conventional solution was used to deliver the drug in the experiment. Clear results
were gained on the concentration of diclofenac and caffeine in the RC at each time
along with tape stripping results. A total of 70 tape strips were taken in each case
50 hours after application. The results are introduced and discussed in Chapter 4.

Cases 4-7
The drug was delivered with a solution, gel or cream depending on the case. Clear
results for the tape stripping measurements were obtained but no usable data from
the RC were acquired due to some other substances disrupting the signal in the
Franz diffusion cell. A total of 70 tape strips were taken in each case 50 hours after
application. The results are introduced and discussed in the Chapter 4.
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4. Results and discussion

For each case, three graphs were made along with introducing the tape stripping
results. The first one shows concentration of diclofenac in RC with respect to time.
The other two graphs demonstrate how the concentration of diclofenac changes with
respect to skin thickness at different times. All unknown parameter values (P1, P2,
K1 and K2) were adjusted so the graphs would fit the experimental data. To begin
with, all the unknown parameters were held constant except for P1. P1 was then
estimated by matching the amount of drug measured from the tape stripping data
and the calculated value from the graphs in Figures 4.2, 4.5 and 4.8. After obtaining
a value for P1, the other three unknown parameters were found by trial and error
by visually matching the plot to the experimental data for average concentration of
the drug in the receptor chamber; see Figures 4.1, 4.4 and 4.7.

The diffusion coefficient for cases 1-3 was estimated from the data from Georgs-
dottir (2019) and the fact that it increases with higher temperatures (Gudnason et
al., 2017). As mentioned before, the laboratory team was unable to acquire useful
data from the RC for cases 4-7 so only tape stripping results were gained from those
experiments. However, these experiments enable us to compare the different meth-
ods to deliver the drug along with comparing the results to the the tape stripping
results from Georgsdottir (2019).

4.1. Cases 1-3

Case 1: Diclofenac solution at room temperature
In Table 4.1 the values for the diclofenac data are shown. The diffusion coefficient,
D, is assumed to be slightly lower for this case compared to case 2 with diclofenac at
32◦C as it is normally lower at lower temperatures (Gudnason et al., 2017). Figure
4.1 shows a graph with experimental data (marked with circles) for the concentration
of the drug in the RC at different times along with a plot with adjusted parameters
to match the data. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate how the concentration of the
drug changes at different times with respect to skin thickness.
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4. Results and discussion

Table 4.1: Data and model parameters for diclofenac at room temperature.
Starting concentration 4.998 mg

cm3

Experiment time 47 hours
DC volume 1 cm3

RC volume 12 cm3

Cell diameter 0.9 cm
Skin thickness 0.073 cm
Diffusion coefficient 1.2e−3 cm2/hour
Partition coefficient (P1) 8
Partition coefficient (P2) 25
Mass transfer coefficient (K1) 0.085 cm/hour
Mass transfer coefficient (K2) 0.04 cm/hour

Figure 4.1: Concentration profile of diclofenac with respect to time along with ex-
perimental data in the receptor chamber.

The plotted release curve fits all the experimental data points accurately except for
one, which can therefore be considered an outlier.

The concentration, mg
cm3 , was also calculated from the amount estimated to be re-

tained in the SC shown in Table 3.1 by dividing it with the total volume of the skin
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4.1. Cases 1-3

removed by the tape strips remembering each tape strip is 0.5-1 µm thick,

0.032 mg

(0.45 cm)2 ∗ π ∗ 0.5 µm ∗ 70
= 14.37

mg

cm3

0.032 mg

(0.45 cm)2 ∗ π ∗ 1.0 µm ∗ 70
= 7.18

mg

cm3

Refer to Figure A.1 in Appendix A for tape stripping results. The average of these
values is 10.78 mg

cm3 . For clarification, the tape strips stripped away a total thickness
of 0.0035-0.007 cm at the top of the skin. Comparing these calculations to the start
of the light blue line (representing 50 hours) in Figure 4.2 shows that the graph is
very consistent with the calculations. The value at the top of the skin (SC) in the
graph is slightly above 10 mg

cm3 while the average value calculated was 10.78 mg
cm3 . So,

even if each tape strip’s actual thickness is close to the upper or lower boundary
(0.5 or 1 µm) the plot can still be considered a good fit. Furthermore, the average
concentration in the SC increases with time up to somewhere around 5 hours but
starts to decrease after that. This is due to the system slowly reaching equilibrium
and thus the line gets closer to being horizontal with time.

Figure 4.2: Concentration profiles of diclofenac at room temperature in skin with
respect to skin depth, at six different times.

Next, the third graph is made. It is plotted in the same manner as the one in Figure
4.2 but is zoomed in on the SC, the part the tapes stripped away. The thickness
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4. Results and discussion

used was 0.007 cm as the maximum total thickness stripped away was estimated
to be 0.007 cm. For calculations, the average skin thickness stripped away will be
used. The graph is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Concentration profiles of diclofenac at room temperature in skin with
respect to skin depth, at six different times. Tape stripping part only.

As stated before, the amount measured in the SC was 0.032 mg. We compare that
value to the value calculated from the graph,

(10.125 + 9.925)

2

mg

cm3
∗ (0.45)2 cm ∗ π ∗ (0.0035 + 0.007)

2
cm = 0.033 mg

The calculated value is 0.033 mg compared to the measured value of 0.032 mg, which
is highly consistent. This shows even further that the measured data is consistent
with the graphs made.

Case 2: Diclofenac solution at 32◦C
In Table 4.2 the values for the diclofenac data are shown. The diffusion coefficient,
D, is assumed to be slightly higher for this case compared to case 1 with diclofenac
at room temperature as it is normally higher at higher temperatures (Gudnason et
al., 2017). Figure 4.4 shows a graph with experimental data (marked with circles)
for the concentration of the drug in the RC at different times along with a plot with
adjusted parameters to match the data. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate how the
concentration of the drug changes with respect to time and skin thickness.
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4.1. Cases 1-3

Table 4.2: Data and model parameters for diclofenac at 32◦C.
Starting concentration 4.998 mg

cm3

Experiment time 51.5 hours
DC volume 1 cm3

RC volume 12 cm3

Cell diameter 0.9 cm
Skin thickness 0.1 cm
Diffusion coefficient 1.8e−3 cm2/hour
Partition coefficient (P1) 5
Partition coefficient (P2) 10
Mass transfer coefficient (K1) 0.12 cm/hour
Mass transfer coefficient (K2) 0.10 cm/hour

Figure 4.4: Concentration profile of diclofenac at 32◦C with respect to time along
with experimental data in the receptor chamber.

The concentration, mg
cm3 , was also calculated from the amount estimated to be re-

tained in the SC shown in Table 3.1 by dividing it with the total volume of the skin
removed by the tape strips, remembering each tape strip is 0.5-1 µm thick,

0.014 mg

(0.45 cm)2 ∗ π ∗ 0.5 µm ∗ 70
= 6.29

mg

cm3

0.014 mg

(0.45 cm)2 ∗ π ∗ 1.0 µm ∗ 70
= 3.14

mg

cm3
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4. Results and discussion

Refer to Figure A.2 in Appendix A for tape stripping results. The average of these
values is 4.72 mg

cm3 . For clarification, the tape strips stripped away a total thickness
of 0.0035-0.007 cm at the top of the skin. The calculations performed here are
consistent compared to the graph plotted. According to the graph, the average
concentration after 50 hours at the top of the skin is a little bit below 6 mg

cm3 . It is
much closer to the upper boundary, with the tape strip’s thickness at 0.5 µm, but
still well within boundaries. For this case, the average concentration seems to rise
until around 5 hours have passed but starts falling shortly after that.

Figure 4.5: Concentration profiles of diclofenac at 32◦C in skin with respect to skin
depth, at six different times.

For this case and case 3, Georgsdottir (2019) obtained data on how much was re-
tained in the other skin layers as well, dermis and hypodermis. Total amount in the
skin was measured to be 0.298 mg. To compare the measured amount to the graph,
the total amount according to the graph is calculated,

(5.8 + 3.2)

2

mg

cm3
∗ (0.45)2 cm ∗ π ∗ 0.1 cm = 0.286 mg

The calculated value is very close to the measured value indicating even higher ac-
curacy of the graphs.

Next, the third graph is made. It is plotted in the same manner as the one in
Figure 4.5 but is zoomed in on the SC, the part the tapes stripped away. As be-
fore, the thickness used was 0.007 cm. For calculations, the average skin thickness
stripped away will be used. The graph is shown in Figure 4.6.
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4.1. Cases 1-3

Figure 4.6: Concentration profiles of diclofenac at 32◦C in skin with respect to skin
depth, at six different times. Tape stripping part only.

As stated before, the amount measured in the SC was 0.014 mg. We compare that
value to the value calculated from the graph,

(5.81 + 5.68)

2

mg

cm3
∗ (0.45)2 cm ∗ π ∗ (0.0035 + 0.007)

2
cm = 0.019 mg

The calculated value is 0.019 mg compared to the measured value of 0.014 mg, which
is within boundaries. For example, if we assume the skin stripped away to be at the
lower boundary, 0.0035 cm, the calculated value would be 0.012 mg. This confirms
that the measured data is consistent with the graphs made.

Case 3: Caffeine solution at 32◦C
In Table 4.3 the values for the diclofenac data are shown. Figure 4.7 shows a graph
with experimental data (marked with circles) for the concentration of the drug in
the RC at different times along with a plot with adjusted parameters to match the
data. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 demonstrate how the concentration of the drug changes
with respect to time and skin thickness.
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Table 4.3: Data and model parameters for caffeine at 32◦C.
Starting concentration 5.003 mg

cm3

Experiment time 53 hours
DC volume 1 cm3

RC volume 12 cm3

Cell diameter 0.9 cm
Skin thickness 0.1 cm
Diffusion coefficient 5e−3 cm2/hour
Partition coefficient (P1) 8
Partition coefficient (P2) 23
Mass transfer coefficient (K1) 0.11 cm/hour
Mass transfer coefficient (K2) 0.10 cm/hour

Figure 4.7: Concentration profile of caffeine at 32◦C with respect to time along with
experimental data in the receptor chamber.

The concentration, mg
cm3 , was also calculated from the amount estimated to be re-

tained in the SC shown in Table 3.1 by dividing it with the total volume of the skin
removed by the tape strips, remembering each tape strip is 0.5-1 µm thick,

0.022 mg

(0.45 cm)2 ∗ π ∗ 0.5 µm ∗ 70
= 9.88

mg

cm3

0.022 mg

(0.45 cm)2 ∗ π ∗ 1.0 µm ∗ 70
= 4.94

mg

cm3
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4.1. Cases 1-3

Refer to Figure A.3 in Appendix A for tape stripping results. The average of these
values is 7.41 mg

cm3 . For clarification, the tape strips stripped away a total thickness
of 0.0035-0.007 cm at the top of the skin. Comparing these calculations to the start
of the light blue line (representing 50 hours) in Figure 4.2 shows that the graph is
very consistent with the calculations. The value at the top of the skin (SC) in the
graph is slightly above 7 mg

cm3 while the average value calculated was 7.41 mg
cm3 . So,

even if each tape strip’s actual thickness is close to the upper or lower boundary
(0.5 or 1 µm) the plot can still be considered a good fit. Furthermore, the average
concentration in the SC increases with time up to around 5 hours but starts to
decrease after that time. This is due to the system slowly reaching equilibrium and
thus the line gets flatter over time and is nearly horizontal after 50 hours.

Figure 4.8: Concentration profiles of caffeine at 32◦C in skin with respect to skin
depth, at six different times.

Georgsdottir (2019) obtained data on how much was retained in the other skin
layers as well, dermis and hypodermis. Total amount in the skin was measured to
be 0.090 mg which is a lot lower value then the one measured for diclofenac at 32◦C.
To compare the measured amount to the graph, the total amount according to the
graph is calculated,

(7.2 + 6.8)

2

mg

cm3
∗ (0.45)2 cm ∗ π ∗ 0.1 cm = 0.445 mg

The calculated value is not even close to the measured value here. The low amount
of drug measured in the other skin layers explains the big difference but it is hard
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4. Results and discussion

to say if that is accurate or not.

Next, the third graph is made. It is plotted in the same manner as the one in
Figure 4.8 but is zoomed in on the SC, the part the tapes stripped away. As be-
fore, the thickness used was 0.007 cm. For calculations, the average skin thickness
stripped away will be used. The graph is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Concentration profiles of caffeine at 32◦C in skin with respect to skin
depth, at six different times. Tape stripping part only.

As stated before, the amount measured in the SC was 0.022 mg. We compare that
value to the value calculated from the graph,

(7.286 + 7.264)

2

mg

cm3
∗ (0.45)2 cm ∗ π ∗ (0.0035 + 0.007)

2
cm = 0.024 mg

The calculated value is 0.024 mg compared to the measured value of 0.022 mg, show-
ing good consistency between measurements and the graph made. This indicates
that all the graphs can be realistic even though the calculated value was far away
from the measurement for total amount in skin.
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4.2. Cases 4-7

4.2. Cases 4-7

As mentioned before, tape stripping results were the only data obtained for cases
4-7. Here, the tape stripping results are introduced along with the total amount
retained in the tape striped skin; see Figures 4.10 - 4.13. Following the results,
discussions will be on how the drug releases differently from a solution, cream or
gel.

Case 4: Solution
The total amount of drug retained in the tape striped skin was estimated to be
0.00060 mg.

Figure 4.10: Tape stripping results for the diclofenac solution.
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Case 5: Cream
The total amount of drug retained in the tape striped skin was estimated to be
0.0050 mg.

Figure 4.11: Tape stripping results for the diclofenac cream.

Case 6: Gel
The total amount of drug retained in the tape striped skin was estimated to be
0.0026 mg.

Figure 4.12: Tape stripping results for the diclofenac gel.
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4.2. Cases 4-7

Case 7: Voltaren Emulgel
The total amount of drug retained in the tape striped skin was estimated to be
0.0054 mg.

Figure 4.13: Tape stripping results for the Voltaren Emulgel.

As expected, the standard deviation is by far the largest for the first tape strips,
especially the first two. This is mostly because that even though the top layer of
the skin is cleaned prior to tape stripping there can be some leftovers on top of the
skin that have actually not diffused into the skin. This varies between cells (see
Appendix) but it is however quite obvious that the results are less accurate in the
first tape strips.

The release of the drug is slower for the cream and gels compared to the solution.
However, the smallest amount measured by far, 0.00060 mg, was in case 4. The
reason behind that is possibly that the majority of the drug had already diffused
through the top layer of the skin when the tape stripping was carried out, meaning
it was already deeper in the skin or the RC. With no data for the RC or DC, there
is no way to say for sure. Furthermore, it can be assumed that a larger proportion
for the cream and gels had yet to diffuse through the top layer. The difference in
amount retained in the tape striped skin between cases 1-3 and then cases 4-7 is
mainly due to the difference of the starting concentration of the drug (more than
twice as high for cases 1-3).

Comparing the two gels, cases 6 and 7, is interesting as both of them had the
same starting concentration of the same drug, but one of them was prepared in the
lab and the other one purchased from a pharmacy. The total amount retained was
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4. Results and discussion

twice as high in the one from the pharmacy, Voltaren emulgel (case 7), compared to
case 6, the gel prepared in the lab. Voltaren emulgel has more excipients than the
gel prepared in the lab so these results came to no surprise.
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5. Summary

TDD is a good method for delivering the drugs qualified for it and will for sure
continue to replace other kind of delivery systems in the coming years. The model
used takes into account the main parameters involved in the process of TDD and
is therefore quite reliable. The analysis for the data obtained from Georgsdottir
(2019) indicated good consistency overall when comparing the measurements to the
calculations and graphs. Another comparison between new measurements and cal-
culations is preferable as the margin of error can be large.

Unfortunately, the data needed for more in-depth analysis and more accurate as-
sumptions were not acquired in the experiments performed for this thesis. Conduct-
ing these kind of experiments is tricky and therefore it can be difficult to obtain
good results consistently. When conducting further experiments, it is important to
measure the amount of drug left in the DC, the other skin layers and RC. More
data makes it possible to make more accurate graphs of the release curve in the RC
and average concentration in skin, enabling better predictions on the value of the
physical parameters.

The range of applications is endless but one of the end goals here is modeling a
simulation for tazarotene to treat hand OA. There are however certain problems
that have to be overcome when working with tazarotene. The two biggest problems
are undoubtedly its high toxicity and the fact that it partly degrades into its act-
ive compound, tazarotene acid, when administered transdermally. The toxic aspect
makes working with the substance more complex so specialists are needed for the
experiments and data collecting. This problem can be modelled and simulated math-
ematically but the accuracy could be flawed without experimental values to build on.

Along with performing experiments like these with tazarotene, the goal is to model
and simulate how the drug flows through the skin in a couple of layers and into a
joint. Each consecutive skin layer has different physical parameters to the next one
(de Monte et al., 2015). The outermost layer of the skin, the stratum corneum, is
without a doubt the main barrier and factor when it comes to permeability but that
does not mean we can turn our eyes away from the other skin layers’ partioning
and diffusion adsorption. This would for example mean a five layer model would
be created, consisting of DC, stratum corneum, dermis, hypodermis and RC. If all
goes well, the aim is to create a new kind of patch to test and even treat HOA.
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A. Appendix

Figures A.1 - A.3 show the concentration profiles from the tape stripping for the
first three cases.

Case 1: Diclofenac solution at room temperature
A total of four replicates were made. Replicate number 4 failed and thus only the
data from replicates 1-3 was used. The total amount of drug retained in the tape
striped skin was estimated to be 0.032 mg.

Figure A.1: Tape stripping results for diclofenac solution at room temperature
(Georgsdottir, 2019).

Case 2: Diclofenac solution at 32◦C
A total of six replicates were made. Replicate number 3 failed and thus only the
data from the other five replicates was used. The total amount of drug retained in
the tape striped skin was estimated to be 0.014 mg.
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A. Appendix

Figure A.2: Tape stripping results for diclofenac solution at 32◦C (Georgsdottir,
2019).

Case 3: Caffeine solution at 32◦C
A total of seven replicates were made. Replicates number 2,6 and 7 failed and thus
only the data from the other four replicates was used. The total amount of drug
retained in the tape striped skin was estimated to be 0.022 mg.

Figure A.3: Tape stripping results for caffeine solution at 32◦C (Georgsdottir, 2019).
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